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Put supply chain
management in the cloud

TECH

Procurement tech to
help weather the storm

Richard Hibbert, chief executive of
integrated risk management solutions provider SureCloud, says businesses need to know their supply
chains inside out and never more so
than in crisis situations.
“Part of the problem is supply
chains these days are exceptionally
complex and dynamic, and it can be
difficult to accurately map individual
suppliers on to specific products, services or business functions,” he says.
Supply chain audits need to collect
and collate masses of data from suppliers, from cybersecurity measures
and continuity planning, to “softer”
information about locations and how
easily staff might switch to home
working. And it’s not just about your
third party, but also the fourth and
fifth parties they are working with.
For these reasons, the COVID-19
crisis has made a very good case for

Global supply chains, just-in-time processes and the continual
juggling act required to cut costs while maintaining quality: the
life of the procurement professional was never straightforward.
But it’s hard to imagine a bigger shock to the system than a
global lockdown. Thankfully, technology can mitigate the
negative impact of this crisis, and the next...
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investing in cloud-based supplier
management. Third and fourth parties and beyond can respond to digital
questionnaires, with the information
collated and aggregated automatically. “The result is a snapshot view of
the health or risk of the supply chain
at any time,” says Hibbert.

Use AI for more strategic procurement
Even before the coronavirus outbreak, supply chain management
was a tricky balancing act between
cost and efficiency. Put simply,
local supply chains tend to be more
resilient and efficient, but come at a
cost. Distant supply chains tend to
be less expensive, but less robust.
The trick is to combine the two
to create financial efficiency and
guaranteed supply.
Dr Robert Boute, professor of operations management at Belgium’s
Vlerick Business School, says the
use of procurement technology
can ensure this balance is maintained, even in crisis situations.
Sophisticated artificial intelligence

(AI), for example, can instantly
source the best mix of suppliers from
those left standing.
“AI needs to be used more by
companies to not only simulate
potential shocks and scenarios that
impact the supply chain, so we are
better prepared for them, but also
to try and find this perfect balance
between efficiency and resilience,”
he says.
Boute believes AI is an under-utilised resource in procurement. He
adds: “One positive that may come
from COVID-19 is that more companies see the need for AI in the supply
chain, to ensure supply is as consistent as possible.”
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Procurement technology that automates the analysis of data at critical
points in the source-to-pay, or S2P,
process is important at any time,
and vital during crisis management.
This could be the role of your enterprise resource planning platform or
of any third-party e-procurement
module that integrates seamlessly
with it. And when you have an integrated system in which every component talks to every other, you
unlock a world of benefits, says
Sergii Dovgalenko, author of The
Technology Procurement Handbook.
“As cornerstone business concepts and practices change under
the influence of COVID-19, your
e-procurement platform becomes
a vehicle for a better operational
model, which is resilient, omnipresent and collaborative,” he
says. “As raw data flows across
your systems, you should be able
to extract it for new insights, such
as risk management, supply base
optimisation, supplier innovation
and more.”

Ease the pressure
with automation

There are plenty of human touchpoints in the procurement process,
from contract management to managing supplier relationships. These
time-consuming, manual processes
are probably not what you need
right now.
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So automate them. As procurement
technology goes, robotic process
automation (RPA) is not super-smart,
but it is effective. RPA “robots” are
pieces of software designed to automate tasks that are labour intensive
and rule based, including many of
the repetitive tasks humans do on
a computer. RPA bots just do them
more quickly, more accurately and
around the clock.
In the procurement setting, RPA
bots might scan lengthy contracts
to identify gaps in compliance. They
can monitor inventory levels and
trigger purchase transactions. In
fact, they can do much more and, by
freeing up small procurement teams
for more urgent tasks, they can take
the pressure off when crisis management protocols kick in.
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Improve crisis
management with
data analysis
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Make digital twinning part of your business
continuity planning
COVID-19 has emphasised the
need for supply chain transparency and for companies to prepare
for disruption. Procurement tech
can help businesses model scenarios, assess their impact and suggest pragmatic business continuity measures.
They can do such modelling most
effectively using a digital twin.
This is a digital representation
of a supply chain, with the ability to simulate and analyse the
effects of disruption. According
to Emile Naus, partner at management and technology consulting

firm BearingPoint, disruption
can mean short-term issues, like
extreme weather , or long-term
challenges, such as economic
downturns or a pandemic.
Long, complex supply chains with
little visibility are inherently risky,
but digital twinning can make them
less so. “Procurement will need to
assess that risk and a digital twin
will enable the risks to be quantified and valued against the cost per
unit benefits,” says Naus. “It will
enable proactive responses to these
events by creating a detailed set of
action plans.”
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OPINION

‘Good procurement
principles are still
relevant regardless of
whether in crisis or
normal trading’
ometimes history has to
be repeated over and over
before lessons are learnt,
but this pandemic and the speed at
which it has affected the world has
no comparison. The phrase ‘unprecedented times’ feels overused but there
is no better description of what we
are facing now and how it has transformed the way we live, work and
spend time with family and friends.
As the pandemic began to take
hold, the threat to economies and
businesses, as well as the cost to
human health, became alarmingly
apparent. As supply chains broke
down and panic buying by governments around the world as well as
individuals took over, our snap polls
with supply chain managers in April
found the impact was devastating.
I suspect these forces will have
longer-lasting effects on future supply chains built on just-in-time processes driven by cost and efficiency,
now needing to be more resilient too
with local sourcing, multi-sourcing
and more responsible practices.
Half the companies surveyed said
they had experienced force majeure,
either through a supplier or their
own declaration. We also found that
a third of respondents had lengthened or suspended supplier payments as the knock-on effects resonated throughout supply chains. Is
this responsible procurement?
The jury’s still out about whether
any business, organisation or government had been adequately prepared for such an extreme event, but
good procurement principles are still
relevant regardless of whether in crisis or normal trading.
As a member of the UK government’s Prompt Payment Code,
Waitrose, for example, is ensuring small suppliers are paid within
seven days and they are also helping them find new routes to market.
I hope prompt payment will continue beyond the immediate requirements of the pandemic and we have
campaigned for a greater awareness
on how critical early payment is for
those good companies needing cash
to grow as well as to survive.
It goes without saying that the digital space is where procurement is
now firmly placed and this can only
intensify. Procurement teams are
taking full advantage already with
more advanced analytics capability
and artificial intelligence making
‘better’ decisions than humans, it
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could be argued. My own organisation has developed new ways of supporting learning with more webinars
and e-learning tools, responding to
these changing needs.
Another development I have seen
is an increase in collaborative efforts
among procurement teams to source
personal protection equipment or
aerospace firms pulling together to
manufacture ventilators. Setting
competitive behaviour aside, focusing on the greater good, and at speed
too, is a blueprint for how procurement can support adaptation as some
firms change their operating models
and produce different products.
Though some cannot adapt so
readily, they have sought other ways
to retain and find new customers,
and give their business the longevity
that is so under threat. EE offering
NHS workers free data, and the clothing manufacturer Barbour switching
to the production of medical gowns
instead of coats, is a smart move
for brands that will be viewed more
kindly post-pandemic.
Life will not return to how it was
before this crisis. Our working patterns, behaviour as citizens and
demands as consumers are all going
to change. As scientists, experts
and advisers across healthcare
focus on the primary objective of
developing vaccines to save lives,
the role of supply chain managers is to adapt our supply chains to
these new demands, and to retain
and adopt responsible procurement
practices for more robust supply
chains. This will not only contribute
to the health and wellbeing of citizens and the economy, but by taking
care of suppliers and the communities around us, procurement will
be remembered for doing the right
things, helping save lives, meeting
new demand patterns and not just
delivering financial savings.

Malcolm Harrison
Group chief executive, Chartered
Institute of Procurement & Supply

Boardrooms
overlook
substantial
cash savings
Bell Integration can make significant savings on “tail spend”, as well
as improving regulatory compliance and contractual standards
ow many times at home do
you put off doing household
chores or paying bills until the
last possible moment?
It is the same for high-volume lowvalue spend, also known as tail spend.
Companies have been procrastinating
when it comes to addressing these
areas. But they are now realising successful management of this spend
area can yield large cumulative returns
and mitigate the risks that often exist
in unmanaged transactions.
The challenge with tail spend is that it
is difficult to control and often one-off,
making it unpredictable and inefficient
to manage with the existing pressure
on procurement resources.
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Customers are
leaving 20 per
cent of their global
spend unchallenged

Bell Integration has been working
with businesses as an extended procurement function, offering a turnkey
solution to manage the end-to-end
procurement of such spend.
Sales director Neil Pratt says
many companies are unable to
manage or review smaller value transactions made by their employees or
procurement departments.
For many, the collective size of this tail
spend, so-called because of the Pareto
principle in economics, is unknown
because individual purchases are often
made outside purchasing controls,

such as off contract or non-purchase
order spend.
“If customers continue not focusing
on the tail, they are leaving 20 per cent
of their global spend unchallenged,”
Pratt warns. “In this day and age, leaving 20 per cent of spend, and risk associated, unaddressed is a major challenge for businesses.”
His comment is supported by an
enormous body of research. Last
year, research conducted by Boston
Consulting Group found that companies managing tail spend through digital means alone can cut their annual
expenditures by 5 to 10 per cent.
But Pratt believes that there are even
more substantial savings to be made,
noting artificial intelligence (AI) solutions alone may be unable to deliver
the largest possible reward.
“Robotics and AI-driven tools struggle with tail spend because it is a lot
of one-off spends, so you don’t necessarily have the data to build up the
algorithms,” he says.
Edward Long, Bell Integration’s head
of pre-sales and analytics for procurement management, explains that the
company instead works with clients
to understand their full tail scope and
the size of the potential opportunity to
make savings.
He adds that this can be outside the
traditional 20 per cent due to the client’s specific circumstances on what
is deemed unmanaged. This is done by
extracting data from different internal
sources and bringing this together into
one digestible format before running
deep analysis using Bell’s datapoints
and category expertise.
“From this, we can go back to the
client and say, ‘Here is your total scope
and savings opportunity’,” says Long.
Clients then agree the areas of spend
to be managed by Bell.
Not only does this generate savings,
but Bell’s unique model of contracting

directly with the supplier rapidly
reduces complexity as all suppliers,
and associated supplier management
activities and costs, are now handled
by Bell from day one.
“This allows the client to focus on
strategic initiatives that deliver maximum value to stakeholders, while Bell
drive efficiencies and compliance in the
lower value spend areas,” Long explains.
In addition to the financial savings,
there are other advantages to harnessing the skills of Bell Integration’s’
procurement services. Doing so can
improve levels of regulatory compliance and ensure managed suppliers
sign up to correct contractual standards as agreed with the customer.
Long notes that while companies
often have strict contractual procedures in place for larger spends, there
is often nothing for smaller items, even
though such transactions collectively
total a sizeable sum.
Not having a structured agreement
in place for this spend can expose
companies to several risks beyond
the financial ones.
“These risks can be reputational,
operational, financial or regulatory
and are often unrelated to contract
size,” he says.
“We run the due diligence on the
suppliers and also negotiate savings
and contractual terms, which means
clients get greater visibility of the
ever-changing risk profile as well as the
total cost of their tail.”

For more information please visit
bell-integration.com

